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Date: May 29, 2023 

 

To, 

Times Now,  

Grievance Officer,  

Kirtima Maravoor  

Email: legalnow@timesgroup.com  

 

Subject: Complaint against show “बाबा की सनातन शपथ...भड़काऊ पथ पर जमीयत! | Hindu 

Rashtra | Bageshwar Sarkar Vs Hasan Madni” that aired on Times Now Navbharat on May 

22, 2023 

 

Dear Madam,  

We, at Citizens for Justice and Peace (CJP), are writing to you with regards to a news segment that 

aired on Times Now Navbharat on January 2, 2023, titled “बाबा की सनातन शपथ...भड़काऊ पथ पर 

जमीयत! | Hindu Rashtra | Bageshwar Sarkar Vs Hasan Madni”. The said show aired on May 22, 

2023, where the host, Himanshu Dixit, had aim to hold a debate over the speech given by Hasan 

Madni, where he had said that whoever talks about a Hindu nation is a traitor, which soon enough 

took a communal turn. This complaint is being made to the broadcaster within the 7-day limit 

prescribed under the NBDSA guidelines. 

The debate show can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx4Q_y-OYzo    

At the outset, we would like to state that the said Hindi debate show had themes of a divisive discourse 

that furthers a communal (intra-community) divide throughout its narrative and did not try to mask 

this motive that mitigates against the basic principles of fair and neutral journalism. This was evident 

in the choice and content spouted by not just the participants in the “debate” but also unfortunately 

displayed by the host of the show. , actively participating in the communal diatribe, justifying the 

establishment of a religious (Hindu) nation and even going to the extent of saying that India has always 

been a Hindu nation.   

The show was flagged off by the host with two communally polarizing question: 

1. When we speak about speaking on the side of/infavour of/about Hindus how is this a blot on the 

national interest?  

(Jab hum Hindi hit kee baat karte hai to who kaise rashtriya hit par dhag ho sakta hai? 
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2. Is the Jamiat, under the disguise of replying to the speech given by Bageshwar Dham, makiing 

instigating and provocative statements? 

For this problematically formulated “debate”, the choice of panelists itself was a precursor to what 

followed. Instead of framing an issue soberly with an intent to explore two or even three sides, even 

if they came with shades of prejudicial content, to have one representative an organization with the 

track record of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), namely Vijay Shankar Tiwari, another person in 

saffron garb titled “a Hindu saint”, namely Mahant Raju Das, one Muslim scholar, Atiq-ur-Rehman, 

and one Muslim writer, Maajid Haidari, made it open for the occasion to be used to propagate a 

strident socio-politico diatribe. 

What followed was predictable. The two persons cherry-picked to represent the Hindu community 

were not saints, philosophers or scholars but religio-political entities who’s provocative formulations 

and reactions to arguably a similarly positioned speech of a MLA from the Samajwadi Party political 

party, Swami Prasad Maurya escalated the issue at hand to dangerous levels of public discourse. 

The show segment started off with a provocative speech given made by Swami Prasad Maurya, a 

member of the Legislative assembly of the Uttar Pradesh government with the Samajwadi Party, 

wherein he had said that people under the guise of saints have now become “terrorists.” The next 

video that was played was of a Hindu dharam guru, Swami Chakrapaani, who was responding to the 

statements made by Maurya, and calling the said statement shameful and against "Hindu “interests”. 

This is how the premise of the whole debate show was set. 

Ironically the agent provocateur was one Swami Prasad Maurya, the two major protagonists were 

chosen with similarly extreme opinions but thereafter the two participants used the occasion to bash 

the entire Muslim community. What Maurya said and the content and tenor of his albeit questionable 

speech made offline at a political event was used as a “peg” by the channel to bash the entire Muslim 

community and stigmatise the Islamic faith. 

The two participants in the debate representing their version of the “Hindu cause”, along with the 

host, drifted away from the issue of the debate and collectively attacked Maajid Haidari, the Muslim 

writer, throughout the debate. Even when the Hindu monk, Mahant Raju Das, demanded on 

commercial national television that Maajid Haidari prove his secularism by saying ‘Jai Shree Ram’, the 

host made no attempt to stop him from spreading his communally divisive ideology. 

Reporting on news involves an exercise of imparting information. Questioning of the bit of news 

information in a prejudicial or hysterical way, without any rational basis to that questioning, with an 

intention to pitch views of only one segment/community amounts to stigmatizing the section that is 

thus portrayed. Laws, statutory guidelines and evolving jurisprudence have tested and assessed this 

kind of portrayal and held it to be in fact creating an unequal, partisan playing field that both demeans 

right to life and right to life with dignity of that particular targeted section. In practice, therefore it 

attacks the right to equality and non-discrimination, too.  
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The contents of the show 

Here is what thereafter transpired throughout the show  

The next segment starts with the anchor spreading his communal diatribe, setting base for the one-

sided and bias debate that will be taking place in it. it is pertinent to highlight here that even though 

two Muslim learned individuals had been invited to be a part of the debate panel, the host put in words 

in their mouths, instigated the other (Hindu) panelists against them, and did not give them appropriate 

time to speak.   Through time stamps we have extracted some objectionable portions of the show, 

made by the host and the panelists, which are the subject of our complaint: 

Mahant Raju Das while speaking to Maajid Haidari: “Dharam ke aadhar par iss desh ko baata 

kisne hai? Humne ya humare purvaj ne?...sanataniyon ko hi aaj tak sabne dabaya hai. Dharam 

ke aadhar par aapne mujhko baant diya, mere saath aapne niyay nahi kiya. Bharat Hindu 

Rashtra tha, Hindu Rashtra hai aur Hindu Rashtra hi rahega. Koi Hindu dharam guru 

Pakistan, Bangladesh ya Afghanistan mei yeh nahi bol paa raha hai. Bharat Hindu Rashtra 

hai isliye hi yeh bol paa rahe hai.  

(Who divided this country on the basis of religion? Did we do it or did our ancestors do it… Everyone 

has suppressed Hindu saints till date. You divided me (India) on the basis of religion, you did not do 

any justice to me. Bharat was a Hindu nation, is a Hindu nation and will remain a Hindu nation. No 

Hindu religious guru is able to speak this in Pakistan, Bangladesh or Afghanistan. Bharat is a Hindu 

nation and that is why they are able to say this.)”(Time stamp: 6:05-7:11) 

Vijay Shankar Tiwari- “Ek aadmi ke do prakaar ke naam hota hai, ek ghar ka naam hota hai 

aur ek bahar ka naam hota hai. Jo ghar ka naam hai, woh unsamvidhanic todhi ho jate hai. 

Haan, samvidhanic naam saara official papers mei chalta hai, sab log bolte hai. Dono naam 

manya hai. Mai yeh kehta hu ki Hindu Rashtra jiski hum baat karre hai, who Hindu rashtra 

ek sanskritic naam hai, ispe chidhne ki koi baat nahi hai. (A man has two types of names, one 

is the name that in used as a pet name in their house and one is the name used outside of the house. 

How does the name of the house become unconstitutional? Yes, the constitutional name runs in all 

the official papers, everyone refers to it by that name. Both names are valid. I say that the Hindu 

nation that we are talking about is a cultural name, there is nothing to be irritated about.)”  

(Time stamp: 9:42-10:11) 

Vijay Shankar Tiwari- “Abhi peeche bomb blast hue, 2 logo ke galle kaate gaye, tab kaha the 

yeh madni ji, tab kyu chup ho gaye the? Toh mai kehta hu aise mei inn sab ka charitra 

samjhne ki zarurat hai yeh ghajini se leke madni tak. Mai yeh nahi keh raha hu inn sabka ek 

jesa charitra hai, kuch log inn mei se ache nikalte hai, APJ kalam bhi nikalte hai, Ashfaqullah 

Khan bhi nikalte hai.  
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(Just now there were bomb blasts in the near past, two people's necks were cut, where were this Madni 

ji then, why was he silent? So, I say that in such a situation, there is a need to understand the character 

of all these people, from Ghajini to Madni. I am not saying that they all have the same character, some 

good people do come out of them, like APJ Abdul Kalam, and Ashfaqullah Khan.)”  

(Time stamp: 10:44- 11:21) 

 

Host- “Bharat mei har kisi ka samaan kiya jata hai. Baba Bageshwar se bhi baat ki gayi thi 

toh unhone kaha tha ki hum Hindu-Muslim ki baat nahi karte hai, Hindu-Hindu ki baat karte 

hai. Lekin Madni sahib ne yeh bola ki agar Khalistan ki baat koi karta hai toh who bhi galat 

nahi hai, Hindu Rashtra ki baat karne wala Gaddar hai, toh dusre par sawal kyu utha rahe hai 

aap apne logo ki baat kariye who theek hai. Dusre ko gaddar bolna toh galat hai na. (Everyone 

is treated equally in India. Baba Bageshwar also said that we do not talk about Hindu-Muslim issues, 

we limit ourselves to Hindu issues. But Madni Sahib said that if someone talks about Khalistan, then 

they are also not wrong, but if someone talks about Hindu nation, then what person is a traitor. Why 

are you questioning others, you talk about your people, it is okay. It is wrong to call others traitors, 

isn't it?)” 

(Time stamp: 11:47- 12:17) 

 

Host-“yeh baat toh mai bhi kehna chahuga ki Hindu rashtra ki baat jab yeh karte hai toh 

sabko saath ek jut rakhne ki baat hoti hai, Dharmendra Shastri ji bhi yahi kehte hai hai. Lekin 

jab Madni ji se baat karo toh who sirf Muslim-Muslim karte hai, unki baat karte hai aur yeh 

kehte hai ki Muslims kisi se nahi darte. Yeh toh bhadkana hua na (I would also like to say that 

when we talk about a Hindu nation, it is about keeping everyone together, Dharmendra Shastri ji also 

says the same. But when you talk to Madni ji, he only talks about Muslims, talks about them and says 

that Muslims are not afraid of anyone. This is a provocation, isn't it?)” 

(Time Stamp: 14:27- 14:57) 

 

Host- “Madni sahib jab manch par jaate hai, toh kayi logo ko lagta hai unke bolne ki shaili 

bohot aakramakt hoti hai, ki who bol nahi rahe hai uksa rahe hai.(When Madni Sahib goes on 

stage, many people feel that his style of speaking is very aggressive, that he is not speaking, he is 

provoking)” 

(Time Stamp: 15:48- 15:58) 

 

Vijay Shankar Tiwari while speaking to Maajid Haidari - “yeh jo aapne adha sholk abhi bola hai 

ahinsa par, yeh sirf bolne ke liye nahi hai, yeh karne ke liye hai. Ahinsa Parmo Dharma, lekin 
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aapke paas toh yeh siddhant bhi nahi hai. Aapke paas toh yeh hai ki ek Islam hai aur baaki 

sab kaafir hai, aur jo kaafir hai usko bhi Islam mei badalna hai kisi bhi tarah se. toh yeh toh 

kehte hai ki dharam ke liye bhi agar ladhna padhe who bhi dharam hi hai. Jese humari sena 

humare desh ke liye ladhti hai and vahi unka sabse bada dharam hai. Toh mai yeh kehra hu 

Maajid Haidari, iss mantra ke aas paas bohot kuch ghumta hai aur agar aap yeh mantra apna 

le toh yeh saari problem khatam ho jaegi. But uske liye aapko kaafir banna padega kyuki 

Islam mei rehke aap yeh mantra nahi bol sakte.  

(What you have just said is not just to speak, it is to do it-Ahimsa Parmo Dharma, but you don't even 

have this principle. You have that there is one Islam and the rest are infidels, and those who are infidels 

have to be converted to Islam in any way. So they say that even if you have to fight for your religion, 

it is dharma. The way our army fights for our country and that is their biggest religion. So I am telling 

this to Maajid Haideri, there is a lot of movement around this mantra and if you adopt this mantra 

then all this problem will end. But for that you have to become an infidel because you cannot say this 

mantra by staying in Islam.)” 

(Time Stamp: 16:16- 17:16) 

 

Host to Maajid Haidari- “kya jo Islam ko nahi maanta usse kaafir maana jaata hai iss baar par 

zara charcha kare. (Please discuss if anyone who does not believe in Islam considered an infidel?)” 

(Time Stamp: 18:14- 18:21) 

 

Mahant Raju Das while speaking to Maajid Haidari: “mera inse sawaal hai jo yaha beth kar chipdi-

chupdi baat karra hai, mai isse bolta hu ki iss channel par bol de ‘Bharat Mata ki jai’, ‘Vande 

Mataram ki Jai’, aur ‘Jai Shree Ram’ tabhi mai manuga ki who secular hai varna who nahi hai 

aur sabhi dharamo ka samaan karte hai.  

(I have a question to this man who is sitting here and talking about these made-up things, I urge him 

to say 'Bharat Mata Ki Jai', 'Vande Mataram Ki Jai', and 'Jai Shri Ram' on this channel, and then only 

I will accept that he is secular, otherwise he is not there and does not respect all religions.)” 

 

(Time Stamp: 19:02- 19:24) 

Mahant Raju Das: “yeh aap dekhiye inka secularism… Aap dekhiye ki jaha bhi inn 

Musalmaano ki jan sankhiya badhti hai vaha dharam shuru ho jata hai, vaha yeh kehne lagg 

jaate hai ki Ram Navmi ka jaloos Muslim ilaake se kyu jaa raha hai. Hinduyon ka jaloss Jai 

Shree Ram bolte kyu jaa raha hai tezz se, Vande Mataram kyu bol raha hai, mic itna tezz kyu 

hai, kyu Masjid ke paas se jaa raha hai, Masjido ko tripal se dhanka padhta hai. Agar aap 

secular ho toh kyu tripal se Masjid dhak rahe ho? (Look at their secularism. You see, wherever 
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the number of lives of these Muslims increases, religious issues starts, they start saying why the 

procession of Ram Navami is going from the Muslim area. They ask why are Hindus chanting ‘Jai Shri 

Ram’, why are they saying ‘Vande Mataram’, why is the mic so loud, why are they going near the 

mosque, why the mosques are to be covered with tarpaulins. If you are secular, why are you covering 

the mosque with a tarpaulins?” 

(Time stamp: 20:27- 21:09) 

 

Mahant Raju Das: “Bolo aap jo bolo mai boluga pehle aap bolo Jai Shree Ram, aap bolo pehle 

bolo. Bolo ki Talwar ke bal par salwar pehen liye ho, bolo ki mere purvaj pehle Hindu the. 

Bolo na ab bol ke dikhao. Aap nahi bol sakte.  

(Say whatever you say, I will say that. But first, you say ‘Jai Shri Ram’, you speak first. Say that you 

have converted on the strength of a sword, say that my ancestors were Hindus. Now speak and show 

it. But you can't speak now.)” 

(Time stamp: 21:20- 21:52) 

 

Host: “Mahant Raju Das ji mai yaha kehna chahuga ki Maajid Haidari sahib ne bol diya hai 

ki who aapke kehne par nahi bolenge, unka Dharam alag hai, unki jo bhi majboori hai ya jo 

bhi imaan hai who nahi bolenge. (Mahant Raju Das ji I would like to say that Maajid Haideri Sahib 

has said that he will not speak at your behest, his religion is different, whatever his compulsion or 

whatever faith he has, he will not speak.)” 

(Time stamp: 22:01- 22:20) 

 

Vijay Shankar Tiwari while speaking to Maajid Haidari – “yeh din mei 5 baar Namaaz karte hai 

aur mai Maajid Haidari sahib se chahta hu ki who ek baar aarth bata de, aur bata de ki woh 

Namaz mei kya kya shabado ka prayog karte hai. (They pray 5 times a day and I want Majid 

Haidari Sahib to tell me the meaning of it once, and tell me what words are used in who Namaz)” 

(Time stamp: 23:02- 23:10) 

 

Host while speaking to Maajid Haidari: “Lekin jab aapke log stage par aate hai toh koi shaanti 

dikhaya nahi deti hai yeh baat to aapko maanni padega (But when your people come on stage, 

there is no peace, you will have to agree on this.)” 

(Time stamp: 24:52- 25:00) 
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Host while speaking to Maajid Haidari: “Aap maante hai Bajrang Bali ko? (Do you also believe in 

Bajrang Bali)” 

(Time stamp: 25: 13- 25:17) 

 

On the ticker, the following names are displayed on repeat with a description: 

1. Hindu Rashtra ki Hunkaar vs. Madani ka Gaddar Waar 

2. Jamiat Ulema-E-Hind ko Janiye (Get to know Jamiat Ulema-E-Hind)-  

 CAA-NRC ka virodh kiya (protested against the CAA-NRC) 

 Islami Shikha ko dete hai Badhawa (they encourage Islamic education) 

 Aatankiyo ke bacchav aur unhe kanoon sahiyta dene ka aarop (they are accused of defending 

terrorists and providing them with legal support) 

 

What the show entailed  

It is clear from the extracts we have mentioned above, that the debate show appeared more like a 

Debate promoting Hindu Rashtra rally or a Dharam sabha debate than a news room debate. The host 

is supposed to and expected to take a neutral stand, introduce a neutral theme and not side with a 

particular community to put any other community on the spot, but that clearly did not happen.  

As is apparent from the videos and the statements highlighted by us, the host Himanshu Dixit was 

keen on leading the debate with the question of whether the Muslim community is spreading hate and 

provoking the Muslim community against the Hindu community. As the anchor of show on a news 

channel, that is supposed to have a neutral and unbiased theme, the host did not even attempt to have 

any non-communal theme on the show.  

The narrative was not even put to question as to why the Hindu community is asking for a Hindu 

nation, even as it stands in opposition to the Constitution of India. The host let his biases and 

prejudices against the Muslim community cloud the role he is supposed to play in a debate show and 

made it evident that he was batting for the Hindu majority and was offended by the fact that the 

Muslim community is opposing to the demands of turning India into a Hindu nation. 

Throughout the show, both the Hindu participants consistently put forward Maajid Haidari in a 

defensive corner, from where he was pushed to prove the “innocence of his fellow-religionists if not 

the religion itself”. Together, the protagonists and host both demanded of him that he “prove his 

secularism” on commercial television by chanting a Hindu politico-religious slogan (Jai Sree Ram), one 

that has moreover controversially become associated with aggression and exclusion not spirituality or 

faith, while the host made no attempt to be as hard or questioning of the participants who called 

themselves :Hindu”.. He kept reiterating through the show that the Muslim community, by opposing 
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the making of a Hindu nation, was against the Hindu population, making the entire show a communal 

battleground. This does not only violate the made guidelines issued by the News Broadcasting Digital 

and Standards Authority (NBDSA) from time to time of which the channel is a member but also 

stands in violation of our constitutional principles and the orders of the Supreme Court and our 

country’s high courts from time to time. 

Apart from this, the NBDSA’s guidelines state that, “News broadcasters must not broadcast any form 

of ‘hate speech’ or other obnoxious content that may lead to incitement of violence or promote public 

unrest or disorder as election campaigning based on communal or caste factors is prohibited under 

Election Rules. News broadcasters should strictly avoid reports which tend to promote feelings of 

enmity or hatred among people, on the ground of religion, race, caste, community, region or 

language.” The channel has acted in complete violation of this directive as well as Code of Ethics & 

Broadcasting Standards issued by the NBDSA and few other guidelines pertaining to maintenance of 

religious harmony. It further amounts to certain offences related to hate speech, misinformation and 

promoting enmity under the Indian Penal Code.  

As such, in view of the elaborate and detailed complaint made herein above, we expect your channel 

to take responsibility of the grievances raised herein and act upon the same responsibly. In view of 

this, it is in best interest, that you remove the above-mentioned content from all social media accounts 

of your channel and your own website, and issue a public apology for the misinformed reportage of 

communal nature. In an event we do not receive a satisfactory response from you, we will be 

compelled to submit a complaint to the NBDSA. You are also put on notice that failure on your part 

to satisfy the complainants with an apology on your news channel may result in legal consequences 

for your channel at the appropriate fora, at your risk to costs. 

It is pertinent to note that throughout this 30 minute segment, the channel was trying to goad an anti-

Muslim narrative, pit the two communities against each other, and show that the Muslims are using 

every platform available to them to spread their Islamic agenda. With your vast viewership, this 

prejudicial view has already reached large sections of the people through the TV channel and also 

through your social media platforms including YouTube, Twitter and Facebook. This persistent 

stigmatization and attack on the minority community to drive home the point that Muslims are always 

up to sinister activities is harmful to the social fabric of this country. 

If the channel truly cared about values of secularism and fraternity, it would abide by them. However, 

it is clear that in utter disregard of these constitutional values, the channel has brazenly forwarded its 

anti-minority narrative and gone full throttle in showing Muslim community in a bad light. 

We are sure that a channel such as yours is aware of the recent matters pending in the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court, wherein specifically the role of television channels and anchors has come in for sharp 

questioning. In view of this, it is in best interest, that you remove the above-mentioned content from 

all social media accounts of your channel and your own website, and issue a public apology for the 

communal reportage. In an event we do not receive a satisfactory response from you, we will be 
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compelled to submit a complaint to the NBDSA. You are also put on notice that failure on your part 

to satisfy the complainants with an apology on your news channel may result in legal consequences 

for your channel at the appropriate fora, at your risk to costs.  

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

Nandan Maluste, CJP President  

 

Teesta Setalvad, CJP Secretary 


